Foreboding

A County Family. A novel. By the author of Lost Sir Massingberd [i.e. James Payn], etc.,
IowaS Geological Past: Three Billion Years Of Change (Bur Oak Book), Just What The
Doctor Ordered: A Lesbian Romance, Green Wake #3, Prize Stories from Colliers 1896-1916,
Vol. 2,
When you get a foreboding, you get a sense that something bad is going to happen. A
foreboding is a foretelling, a sign or a glimpse, that something wicked this.
foreboding (comparative more foreboding, superlative most foreboding). Of ominous
significance; serving as an ill omen; foretelling of harm or difficulty. Definition of foreboding
- a feeling that something bad will happen; fearful apprehension. For the verb: to forebode .
Present Participle: foreboding. WordReference; Collins; WR Reverse (2). In this page:
foreboding; forebode. WordReference. Foreboding definition: Foreboding is a strong feeling
that something terrible is going to happen. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and
examples. Define foreboding. foreboding synonyms, foreboding pronunciation, foreboding
translation, English dictionary definition of foreboding. n. 1. A sense of. foreboding definition:
The definition of foreboding is someone or something that implies something bad or
dangerous will occur. (adjective) An example of.
Wikipedia does not have an article with this exact name. You may want to read Wiktionary's
entry on foreboding instead. You can also search for Foreboding in . Define foreboding
(noun) and get synonyms. What is foreboding (noun)? foreboding (noun) meaning,
pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Definition of foreboding noun in Oxford
Advanced American Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences,
grammar, usage notes, synonyms.
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